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Foreword
In last year’s Improvement Plan, I stated that it was essential that we get a real understanding of how well we
deliver our services so we can make informed choices on where support is needed most. The recent Peer Review
of Cardiff Council, led by Sir Peter Rogers and undertaken by the WLGA has also enabled us to reflect on our first
year in office, and confirm the priorities that we believe will make Cardiff a better place to live and work.
2012/13 was a challenging year for all local authorities in Wales, and indeed across the whole of the UK. As a
result of the cuts that have filtered down from Westminster we are facing a period of dwindling resources,
whilst at the same time having to deal with increasing demands for local services. Responding to these
challenges has been difficult, but over this period we have maintained standards of service delivery.
In response to these challenges we have made changes to the management structure of the Council to improve
the capacity, knowledge and skills to take forward our vision for the city. We have also begun to deliver change
in some services, which has included working in collaboration with our colleagues in the Vale of Glamorgan.
This Annual Improvement Report will provide insight into the overall performance of the Council over the
course of the year, and provides details of progress against our priorities.
As I mentioned above, the recent Peer Review of Cardiff Council has helped us to confirm our key priorities
which provide a focus on economic development as the engine for growth and jobs; education and skills for
people of all ages to fulfil their potential and be well prepared for employment in the Cardiff economy and
beyond; and supporting vulnerable adults, children and young people in times of austerity.
Overall, our improvement objectives for 2013/14 are to
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decrease the number of young people not in Education, Employment or Training (NEET)
Improve Educational Outcomes
Increase school attendance
Increase independence by providing aids and adaptations to homes
Help people to make positive choices about the affordability of their accommodation
Establish Cardiff as a Digital City
Increase the number and quality of jobs in the city economy

The Peer Review exercise, and recent recommendations from the Wales Audit Office, are also helping us to
review and revise how we report our performance in future. These improvements will be reflected in our next
Annual Improvement Report. I look forward to updating you on the progress we make on delivering our
priorities next year.
Councillor Heather Joyce
Leader of Cardiff Council
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Introduction
Leading Cardiff – Building Communities set out commitments of the then new Administration of Cardiff
Council which supplemented the objectives and priorities set out in the Corporate Plan for 2012/14 approved
by the previous administration. This Improvement Report identifies the work that the Council has undertaken
in 2012/13 in respect of the commitments and priorities set out in both of these documents.
In 2012/13 the quarterly reports reported progress on the actions and performance indicators by Cabinet
Member Portfolio to give a stronger sense of ownership and accountability. Each portfolio forms a Chapter in
the overall report that provides the reader with a retrospective picture of performance for 2012/13, and which
aims to address the key question ‘Are we delivering the vision?’.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corporate Affairs
Communities, Housing and Social Justice
Finance, Business & Local Economy
Education and Lifelong Learning
Environment
Strategic Planning, Highways, Traffic & Transportation
Health, Social Care and Wellbeing Adult Services
Health, Social Care and Wellbeing Children Services
Sport, Leisure and Culture

For further information please see the Council’s Improvement Report for 2012/13 which is available on our
website, www.cardiff.gov.uk or by contacting the Council’s Improvement and Information Team on 029
2087 3340.
We welcome feedback on the Improvement Report and Summary Improvement Report. You can send us your
comments either by email, to Improvementandinformation@cardiff.gov.uk, or by post to:
The Improvement and Information Team
Room 108 County Hall
Atlantic Wharf
Cardiff
CF10 4UW
029 2087 3340
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Corporate Affairs
44 Planned activities achieved
Working across the Council and with the Integrated Partnership Board to deliver a framework for Cardiff
that enables effective policy development, prioritisation of resources, and better coordinated consultation.
8 Partnership Programme Boards have been established. The Partnership Data Group has also produced a
directory of relevant data, which is being increasingly used to shape bodies of work such as the NEETS (young
people who are not in education, employment, or training) agenda and the Welfare Reform Task Group. The
new Ask Cardiff website has been launched to ensure all consultation and engagement exercises are joined
up and information is shared between partners.
How do we measure up?
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Communities, Housing and Social Justice
44 Planned activities achieved
Develop a scheme to assist those affected by the new under-occupation Housing Benefit reductions to
move to housing appropriate to their benefit entitlement. The scheme is now in place and operational.
Protect those vulnerable to doorstep crime by providing a ‘rapid response’ system to complaints by
October 2012. This system is now in place and is measured by an indicator in the Community Safety
Partnership Performance report.
Work closely with an energy provider to maximise the opportunity of a £1Million contribution of time
limited funding and deliver up to 2,100 top rated boilers to tackle fuel poverty in the most vulnerable
areas of the City. 1,600 boilers were installed with funding of £950,000 received.

4 Planned Activities in Progress
Review the Council’s housing allocations policy to ensure that we have a system that delivers more
balanced and sustainable communities across the city, providing the right advice and support for the
right people at the right time. Workshops have taken place and options developed. These will be presented
to Scrutiny Committee and Cabinet in 2013/14.
Ensure that council homes are not misused by developing a range of initiatives to combat tenancy fraud
including delivering a 24 hour hotline for reporting tenancy fraud and abandoned properties. We launched
the Tenancy Fraud hotline which has led to a number of properties being returned to the Council.
Ensure that all Council services report the actions they have taken to tackle inequality in the city. We
completed and published the annual review of the Strategic Equalities Plan. This report identified several areas
of good practice as well as areas for development.
How do we measure up?
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Finance, Business and Local Economy
44 Planned activities achieved
Produce a new economic vision for the city to provide a more sustainable and solid basis for growth. The
‘Rebuilding Momentum’ Report was launched for consultation in March 2013.

4 Planned Activities in Progress
Develop and attract high value business activity in the city centre, focussing on the Central Enterprise
Zone, and Cardiff Bay, through support of the Porth Teigr regeneration scheme, leading the
redevelopment of Mount Stuart Square as a business centre and the International Sports Village as a
leisure destination. The Cabinet Member for Finance, Business & Local Economy has been appointed to the
Enterprise Zone Board, and we have prepared a draft masterplan for the Enterprise Zone which is out for
consultation. We have entered into a lead generation programme to attract businesses from London and the
South East into the Cardiff Enterprise Zone.
Establish a new forum for connecting with business that engages all businesses in the city. We consulted
on new Economic Delivery arrangements which included the creation of a new Business Council. We aim to
have the Business Council established in 2013/14.
Review the marketing and promotion of Cardiff to enhance Cardiff’s international profile and reputation as
a business location. Work has commenced on the development of a new City Branding Strategy.
Work with schools, colleges, universities and through our network of Local Training and Enterprise Centres
to ensure that all of our citizens are supported in developing the skills they need to meet their aspirations.
We have focussed on ensuring job seekers are not penalised because of their lack of access to a computer and
their ICT skills and that maximum employment opportunities are created within the City Centre development.
Produce a five year plan to transform the Council's services and provide the resources to meet our targets.
Our intention to produce a five year plan was based on the medium term financial forecasts available at that
time. It became clear during the year that the financial outlook for Welsh Local Government was bleak and that
the Council would need to reconsider its medium term plans. We are currently setting the budget for 2014/15.
How do we measure up?
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Education and Lifelong Learning
44 Planned activities achieved
Ensure that all that we do and any investment that we make in education has raising standards at its
heart. We will take immediate steps to develop arrangements through which to boost standards of
achievement by Year 11 learners in the east of the City. Challenge and support is provided by the
consortium's system leaders. Progress reviews have been carried out in a number of schools and
recommendations made for improvement. There are statements of action in place for each school in category
C and D which includes support and challenge from headteachers with experience of the system in England.
Schools in Band 4 and 5 are working on raising attainment plans and this will be repeated during 2013/14.
The Education Improvement Partnership (EIP) Steering Group structure and governance has been established.
Plans to bring Rumney and Llanrumney High Schools to one site are underway with a temporary Governing
Body established, and recruitment for a Headteacher completed. Proposals for further federations to tackle
under performing schools are in development.
Continuing to improve provision for specific groups of children and young people, including those placed
out of Cardiff's maintained schools. Secondary provision for pupils with autism was significantly enhanced
with the opening of the Marion Centre within the Bishop of Llandaff High School, in September 2012.
Collaborative arrangements have been significantly enhanced through Cardiff making a capital contribution
towards the Penarth Learning Community, a significant capital investment by the Vale of Glamorgan Council
bringing together Special Schools and Secondary Schools on one campus which will enable Cardiff pupils with
statements of SEN to be provided with educational and respite opportunities. Regular information meetings
for parents with pupils with statements of SEN including autism provision and speech and language provision
established. Work is ongoing in relation to more efficient and effective provision of specialist equipment for
children through the Joint Equipment Store.

4 Planned Activities in Progress
Provide 450 employment opportunities for young people aged 16 – 19 not in employment, education or
training by opening the new Butetown Local Training and Enterprise Centre (BEST). We will also work
with partner organisations to deliver four employment preparation programmes for young people aged
16-19 that will assist NEETs, ex offenders, ethnic minority groups and the unemployed. The BEST Centre
opened in June 2012. A number of employment programmes are run, including Get Into Catering, the
Santander Project, Women in Training Programme and the Coffee Lounge Project.
Work with Children’s Services to support children, young people and their families living in or at risk of
falling into poverty through the new Families First programme to help to close the poverty gap in
educational attainment in Cardiff. The Families First Services, including Team Around the Family were
successfully commissioned and mobilised ahead of the start date of 1 April 2013. 2 events were held late in
2012/13 to promote the services to other Families First services and the wider partnership. An operational
group of the Lead Providers has been established which meets regularly to discuss issues and opportunities
for joint working across the Programme.
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How do we measure up?
Please note that indicator results for 2012/13 relate to the academic year 2011/12.
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Environment
44 Planned activities achieved
Secure a satisfactory environmental and energy efficient solution to the securing of a residual waste
treatment contract through the regional procurement – Prosiect Gwyrdd, and pursue waste partnerships.
All five Councils signed up to appointing the Preferred Bidder, agreed the JWA for a 25 year contract for residual
waste treatment and Cardiff agreed to be the Contracting Authority on behalf of the partnership.
Continue to improve household waste recycling by targeting flat developments for higher recycling
through proper bin provision, education, and when necessary, enforcement. We undertook the Waste
Awareness Wales funded research by questioning residents of flats, management companies and collection
operatives on barriers to recycling and correct waste presentation. This was run in conjunction with the ongoing
surveys of flats to ensure they have sufficient storage capacities. We produced new literature and signage for
flats to encourage recycling and correct waste presentation.
Develop a clear policy for litter recycling bins, waste bins and the delivery of strong zero tolerance
environmental quality enforcement for littering, dog fouling, fly-tipping and graffiti. We will place high
focus on tailored education of the public and partnerships to raise awareness of littering offences; name
and shame offenders; and empower the public to report such instances/issues. We launched a Zero tolerance
campaign and began a training programme for Police Community Support Officers and housing officers. Park
rangers were trained and authorised to issue fines for dog fouling and litter. There were 10,957 fly tipping
incidents and enforcement acted on 6175 of those cases, all offenders have been named. In 2012/13 at total
of 845 littering fines were issued, which included 42 dog fouling fines.

4 Planned Activities in Progress
Site layout plans to be completed for Household Waste Recycling options. Discussions on the preferred
option to be taken forward. Draft site layout plans have been created and reviewed by the operations team,
which have led to them being amended. Further work will be undertaken during 2013/14.
Influence commercial waste recycling across the City by developing a robust business case in consultation
with the business community concerning the delivery of a new service regime. The new commercial
structure is progressing and literature designed. A new approach to additional bag distribution proved
successful in generating increased income.
Deliver a revised procedure for educating and enforcing against littering offences from motor vehicles
on highways through campaigns, exploiting camera evidence and promoting public reporting of offences.
The Welsh Government have been lobbied on making legal changes to the current legislation which will place
greater onus on the vehicle owner to be responsible for their passengers that litter. Fines for littering from
vehicles has increased from 10 in 2011/12 to 27 in 2013/14.
Deliver flood and water risk management strategy for Cardiff and assess the delivery of sustainable
drainage systems in Cardiff. The Flood Risk Management Strategy consultation has been undertaken. The
feedback is now being reviewed and will inform the final Flood Risk Management Strategy.
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Develop a clear policy and action plan for energy efficiency, green energy production opportunities and
the best efficient use of Council and other public land and buildings. Actions for Green Energy Agenda
Opportunities have been embedded in the Corporate Plan. We have continued to develop bids for Energy
buying collaboration ‘Cyd Cymru’ through Welsh Government collaboration fund which will be introduced
during 2013/14.
How do we measure up?
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Strategic Planning, Highways,
Traffic and Transportation
4 Planned Activities in Progress
Provide the leadership and direction needed to deliver a Local Development Plan for Cardiff. We will
publish the Preferred Strategy in October 2012. A summary of the Preferred Strategy consultation findings
was published on the Cardiff Council website and will be incorporated in the Consultation Report which will
form one of the background documents to the Deposit Plan. We sought feedback from the public on the 10
masterplanning general principles, countywide context maps and site specific issues. Findings of this exercise
will feed into the Deposit Plan for consideration by Cabinet and Council in 2013/14.
Work with the Welsh Government and neighbouring local authorities to support electrification of the
Cardiff & Valleys rail network: our aspiration is to establish a new Cardiff Metro, provide additional halts
on existing City lines and explore the potential of establishing a city circle line by linking Coryton and
Radyr stations. We will continue to lobby for improved connectivity between Cardiff and
London/Heathrow; and work with partners to revive the fortunes of Cardiff Airport. We engaged with the
on-going Metro Plus study and worked with regional partners on the development of a regional delivery
programme. Discussions with Network Rail on the programme for mainline road bridge reconstruction to
enable electrification are continuing.
Bring forward options for a new bus station, as we consider the business case for the bus station proposed
by the previous administration to have been flawed. Meanwhile, we are improving the appearance of the
current bus station and address health and safety issues at the nearby Cardiff Central taxi rank. Detailed
appraisal of options for the delivery of a new Integrated Transport Hub is ongoing and will be brought forward
following the results of the consultation on the Core Area South masterplan.
Improve safety outside schools and on school journeys by supporting the development of school travel
plans to encourage walking and cycling to school. We will create School Safety Zones, ensuring
enforceable parking restrictions are in place at each school and that they are robustly enforced. We will
be carrying out a review of school crossing patrols to ensure they are deployed effectively to maximise
the effectiveness of the service. We surveyed School Keep Clear Zones completed and advertised all school
keep clear zones Traffic Regulation Orders. We also undertook reviews of patrols.
Reduce disruption for road users and improve the quality of the road network by ensuring the pro-active
co-ordination of all road works across the Council and utility companies. We established a Co-ordination
Meeting Programme for next 2 years to improve co-ordination works on the highway by Council departments
and public utility companies and will be introducing a pilot coring programme. We drafted a revised disabled
parking bay policy including the use of advisory disabled parking bays to reduce time and cost of installation
which will be piloted in 2013.
Support the vibrancy of our District Shopping centres by improving walking, cycling and public transport
accessibility and put in place Parking Plans for each. We engaged with stakeholders on the development of
the plan and undertook an initial public survey to find out current walking trends, measures that would encourage
people to walk more often and how the existing network could be improved. Some 637 people responded to
the survey and the results are being used to inform the development of the plan.
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How do we measure up?
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Health, Social Care and Wellbeing
- Adult Services
4 Planned Activities in Progress
Improve customer satisfaction across the whole of Adult Services; aim to more than double Direct
Payment uptake, thereby significantly exceeding the target set in the existing Corporate Plan; and consult
and engage with carers on how we can improve the use of existing resources to support to them,
recognising the tremendous work they do. The Annual Customer Satisfaction Report will be completed in
May 2013. The Direct Payment Action Plan is currently being reviewed. Key findings from the Adult Carers
Support and Services have been given to the Scrutiny Inquiry on the Carers Task & Finish Group.
Implement the Learning Disability Supported Living Services Strategy and review all externally provided
services to achieve a 5% cost improvement. Work continues on the Learning Disability Supported Living
Strategy and is aligned to the 'Fairer Deal for Adult Social Care Users and Care Workforce' Review.
Restate our commitment to our employees, who are our greatest asset. We will make the Council a great
place to work by providing good quality workspace, achievable workloads, and we will invest in staff
development and support and actively embrace the living wage undertaking. Caseload reviews are still
ongoing for Older People, Mental Health for Older People and the Learning Disabilities teams.
Reviewing with partners, the Care Management processes and procedures to ensure services are flexible
and citizen centred. We are working with Age Concern to look at how they can help support and facilitate
the discharge process and help reduce the current Delayed Transfers of Care levels.
We offered a Carer’s assessment to carers with no record of a Carer’s Assessment, or who had not had a review
for over 12 months. Carers were invited to be involved in an upcoming consultation on carers’ services and
support. We also have undertaken work to identify additional carers to Service Users, as part of our duty to
inform carers of their right to receive a Carer’s Assessment.
In a partnership arrangement with Community Alarm a pilot was undertaken of a new Telecare Link officer,
working 50% of their time with the reablement services and 50% of their time with Community Alarm. The
Telecare Link Officer visited the short term reablement teams to explain the pilot scheme, conducted Telephone
reviews, visited service users to view installation of telecare equipment and liaised with Adult Services Finance
Teams to help clarify charges for Telecare.
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How do we measure up?
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Health, Social Care and Wellbeing
- Children Services
4 Planned Activities in Progress
Invest in establishing a new emphasis on prevention and early intervention – creating the conditions
which lead to success, rather than dealing with the consequences of failure. This includes an investment
to create key roles in the area of Safeguarding and looked after children in the care of Cardiff Council.
We held briefing sessions on Personal Education Plans and Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hubs. We planned
workshops on Joint Children’s Services and Education Looked After Children’s Education Workshops for foster
carers. We began recruitment to the post of Operational Manager Looked After Children Education.
Develop a Social Impact Bond (SIB) in one of the following areas:
• Adolescents on the edge of care
• Successful Family Interventions
• Prevention of Youth Offending
We held an initial meeting with providers to commence feasibility study. Project Initiation Document received
and initial data provided. Briefing sent out to Team Managers and Trade Unions explaining the purpose of
the Feasibility Study and providing contact details for the Social Impact Bond Consultants. Arrangements
have been made for the Consultants to attend social work team meetings in May and June to consult with
social workers.
Revising and implementing the Youth Engagement Strategy by improving opportunities for children and
young people to participate in a wide range of activities, develop active citizenship and be engaged in
decision making. We developed a Youth Engagement Strategy in line with Youth Support Services and
undertook an initial audit of providers. A range of youth support opportunities have been embedded across
Partnership Work Streams.
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How do we measure up?
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Sport, Leisure and Culture
44 Planned activities achieved
Attract world-renowned cultural and sporting events to Cardiff to cement our position on the world stage,
attracting a global audience, and promoting our city as a first-class visitor destination. The Volvo Round
The World Yacht Race has been confirmed for 2017/18 and the World Cup Canoe Slalom confirmed for Cardiff
International White Water in 2013. We contributed to a feasibility study in partnership with Welsh Government
and Commonwealth Games Council for Wales and developed a draft Cardiff Major Events Strategy.
Modernise the city’s tourism offer providing quality modern attractions and building on our city’s proud
history. We will re-energise the development of Cardiff Bay as a key asset for the city and Wales. The
Surfrider indoor facility opened in May 2013. Plans have been progressed for development of High Ropes
facility in Cardiff Bay to further expand the activities available at Cardiff International White Water and
International Sports Village. We strengthened the support and development of the city’s tourism sector
through successful amalgamation of Cardiff Convention Bureau, the Cardiff Tourism Network with Tourism
Development & Visitor Services.
Put in place clear plans to improve our city centre as a destination for residents and tourists alike,
revitalising our historic market arcades and Central Market. We will also support the daytime and night
time economy by working closer with businesses and partner organisations to create an attractive, safe
and clean environment for visitors. We developed a draft City Centre Management Strategy incorporating
both day and night time operations. We delivered a street market which increased footfall in St Mary Street /
High Street from 8.9m in 2011 to 12.8m in 2012. We began developing a Marketing & Animation Strategy
for the Cardiff Arcades reflecting operational trials undertaken in 2012/13.
Publish a fairer charging and subsidy strategy for Parks and Sports activities, to encourage participation.
As a priority, we will look to stop charging for under 12s pitch bookings and deliver our commitments for
the QE II Fields in Trust initiative. We introduced free pitch hire for youths for outdoor sport and undersixteens free outdoor sports activities in parks. We delivered 7 Queen Elizabeth II Fields in Trust sites.

4 Planned Activities in Progress
Challenge the current allotment model to deliver real community benefits, introducing community food
projects and skill transfer between generations. We completed an Allotment model scoping report and
began implementation of the action plan. 5 work experience placements undertaken for NEETs (young people
Not in Education, Employment or Training) within grounds maintenance and the Park Ranger service.
Modernise our leisure centres to provide the best possible facilities for people in Cardiff, and get people
in our city fitter through increased participation in the Active Card scheme. We undertook an information
gathering exercise which highlighted an opportunity to modify plans for Eastern Leisure Centre which will help
to reduce future ongoing revenue costs. Designs for the building were modified as a consequence of the
information received and it is anticipated that the centre will begin re-development late in 2013/14. Sales on
Active Cards continue to do well across the centres and high sales levels can be attributed to more specific
sales training and regular promotions.
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Engage NEET young people through the city’s leisure and recreation facilities, and carry out a Pilot
Scheme to increase the participation of young people in community events and activities. We held the
first recruitment days at Channel View Leisure Centre in March 2013 and now receive referrals from Job Centre
Plus. The formal induction and mentoring process is under development.
How do we measure up?
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